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ABSTRACT
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Switched reluctance motor is one of the most recently developed electrical motors which is
characterized by its simplicity, ruggedness and flexibility of its operating characteristics. In spite
of these it suffers from torque pulsations and the lack of a standard power electronic converter due
to its uni-polar current excitation pulses. This paper introduces an alternative variable reluctance
motor with filly-pitched winding and bipolar excitation which can be supplied by a standard
power electronic switch module and has a ripple-free torque. Throughout the present work a
mathematical model for the proposed motor type is developed and investigated by computer
simulation. The operating characteristics for this type are presented along with those of the
conventional switched reluctance motor, which emphasis the better performance of the proposed
motor type.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Doubly salient switched reluctance motors (SRM)
have received increasing attention over the past
decades, with a large number of publications
reviewing their relevant merits with regard to other
machine types [I]. This type of reluctance machines
usually has a short-pitch single-tooth windings
supplied from uni-polar converters and derives its
torque due to changes in their phase self inductances.
Despite of the simplicity of this motor type, it is
characterized by its poor utilization of both electric
and magnetic circuits. This drawback is basically,
due to the introduction of a magnetic gearing ratio,
which arises from the doubly salient structure. The
magnetic circuit of this motor type is poorly utilized
due to intermittent phase excitation to coincide
positive sloped periods of its varying self inductance.
Poor utilization of electric circuits arises directly
from short pitching of motor windings. This
arrangement results a complete decoupling between
phases, so that the magneto-motive force (MIvIF)
driving magnetic flux down any one stator tooth must
be supplied entirely from a single phase of the
machine [21. In contrast, the net MMF in a typical

sinusoidally excited AC machine is 1.5 times the
peak phase MMF.
Conventional SRM has another difficulty regarding
its power converter. It is usually energized by a uni
polar power converter with positive current pulses
enforced successively through its phase windings.
Despite its simplicity, the phase winding has to be
embedded in series between two electronic switches,
rather than to be connected to the mid-point like
standard ac bridge converter circuits. This specific
way of winding connection results an increased
power semiconductor costs, simply because its
different power converter topology compared to all
other brushless variable speed drives [3].
From the previous discussion, it is clear that winding
configuration and excitation schemes of SliM have a
great influence on the drive cost, machine utilization
and its developed torque. Some attempts have been
reported in literature to develop altemative types of
SRM provided with filly-pitched stator windings
spanning several stator teeth and energized with
different excitation schemes [2, 4-8].
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The power conversion and torque production in fully-
pitched SRM are somewhat different than
conventional SRM. While single-tooth winding 51W
derives its torque solely from changes in phase self
inductance, in fUlly-pitched SRM mutual inductance
contributes in the developed torque as well. In some
designs, self inductance becomes constant and the
whole torque is derived solely from mutual
inductances [9,10].

A doubly-salient fUlly-pitched SRM with different
excitation patterns has been introduced [2,5]. It has
been found that it derives higher torque than
conventionally wound SRM [ii], Excitation patterns
and power converter requirements for that type are
studied [7]. Flux-linkage control of fully-pitched
SRM connected in delta to a standard three-phase
bridge inverter has been introduced [8]. The control
principle is explained and practical flux-linkage and
current waveforms are shown [6]. In all these designs
modification is restricted to the winding
configuration, while the doubly-salient structure is
preserved.

It is well known that the doubly-salient structure is
the origin of torque ripple and acoustic noise
associated with conventional SRM. An attempt has
been introduced to reduce these drawbaclcs by
choosing the best dimensions of both stator and rotor
pole tip shape [12] under maintaining the doubly-
salient nature. Other attempts have been reported to
alter this doubly-salient structure to reduce torque
ripple and acoustic noise in this machine [4,13]. A
singly-salient fully-pitched SRM with uni-polar
excitation has been introduced [4,13], however,
energizing this type with uni-polar excitation pattern
was found to be inferior to the doubly-salient one.
This paper introduces an alternative type of SEM
with fully-pitched winding and bipolar excitation.
The proposed motor configuration is a variable
reluctance motor (VRM) consists of a cylindrical
stator provided with a typical four-pole, three-phase
distributed ac winding. The rotor is a salient member
consists of four-pole single-stack steel laminations
without any winding. This stator is excited by a
variable frequency inverter clocked and synchronized
with a rotor position sensor mounted to the rotor
shaft as shown in Fig. I. The variable frequency
inverter of the proposed system provides the motor
with three-phase bipolar excitation, which in turn
establishes a rotating MMF around the stator
circumferetice. The rotor position sensor provides
synchronization and locking between rotor saliencies
and rotating MMF pole pattern established in the
stator side. The use of rotor position feedback
distinguishes the proposed motor drive configuration
from the synchronous reluctance motor. Due to the -

• rotor position fiedback the proposed system is
inherently a variable speed drive. The operating

speed is always determined by equilibrium between
developed torque and load torque.

In this paper a mathematical model for the proposed
three-phase bipolar-excited VRM is developed and
implemented in a simulation program to predict its
performance characteristics at different impressed
voltages. These characteristics are compared with
those of the conventional uni-polar SRM to evaluate
its merits.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed bipolar
variable reluctance motor drive system.

2. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
Mathematical analysis for both uni-polar excited
doubly-salient SRM and the proposed bipolar-excited
VRM are introduced here to facilitate a comparison
between their operating performances.

2.1. Mathematical Model of SRM

The voltage applied to any phase k at the rotor
position °k can be expressed as [4];

Vk (Ok) =Rki, + dyk(Ok,ik) k = 1,2,3 (1)

where R is the phase resistance, Vk (ak) is the

voltage applied to the phase winding k by the power
electronic converter and is expressed as follows

Vk(Oj= —VdC

0

where Ok =O+(k—1).3 , O=mt and the step angle

is given by; 8=2it/qN~

The performance of SRM can be obtained using the
family of flux linkage-current curves y(O,i) at
different rotor positions. These curves are rearranged
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= öWk(Ok,ik)
Tk(Ok,ik) 80,

dMab dM~ dMbC
(5) ta1b +1aIc dO ~1b’c dO

Self inductances are;
La =Lao+Lg2COS2O

(7)
Lb = Lbo +L52 cos(20 +120°)

L~ =L00+L32cos(20—120°)
Mutual inductances
M~ =Mba =_o.5L50+L~2c0s(2o—120°)

MbC =MCb =_0.5Lg0+Lg2 00520

Mc, = Ma, = —0.5L~0 + Lg2 cos (20 + 1200)

Where:

and stored in the form of i(0,y) look-up tables. Using
a time stepping numerical integration procedure P~= P(~,ib~+~Lc~
applied to Eqn (I), the flux linkage of each phase is
obtained. At each integration step the phase current is Mablalb+Maclalc+Mbclblj+
obtained with the aid of the stored i(O,w) data. The (1~2 ~h+!~z .4b+±1z ~s~+
developed torque is also obtained by a time stepping ~ 2 dO 2 b dO 2 C dO
procedure. For each step the phase co-energy is -

obtained by numerical integration of the w(O,i) with dMa~ +i dM,~ dMbC (11)
respect to phase current: a b dO a c dO

Wk(Ok,ik) = Jwk(Ok,i3dik (3) Where 0 is rotor position angle in electrical radiansand o = dO/dt is the rotor speed in electrical radians
0

From which the developed torque can be obtained by per second.
numerical differentiation of the W(O,i)- with respect The field power in turn is divided into two
to the correspondrng rotor position Ok components, the first is power used to change the

field energy while the second represents the power
__________ (4) converted to mechanical. Accordingly, the torque

developed by the machine may be expressed as;
The total developed torque is obtained as the
summation of the instantaneous torque developed by T = ~ i2.~.”a + 1 2 dLb +~!.~z ~÷
aliphases. 2 dO ~ 2 C dO

q _____________

T=ZTk(Ok,ik) (12)
k=1

2.2. Mathematical Model of Bipolar Excited VRM Self inductances L,, Lb, L, and mutual inductances
Mab, Mbc, Ma, are periodic firnctions of the rotor

The voltage equation of the three-phase bipolar- angle 0. They can be expressed as [14);
excited VRM can be written as;
[v]=[R][i]+p[X] (6)

[x]=[L}[ij 1 (13)

where [i]=[i, ‘b J
[A]={X, ~b ~~jT

d
p=~

E La Mab M~1

[L]=~Mba Lb M~ Lao =L,1+L50 Lbo=Lbc+Lgo L00=L,~÷L30

LMca MCb L~ j L,,, Lbt and L0~ Leakage inductances of phases a, b

Multiplying both sides of Eq.(6) by the phase and c respectively.
currents [ij to obtain the instantaneous power drawn Lm,,~ + Lmin — L,,,,x Lmm
from the power mains L~0 = 2 — 2
[1]T [v] = [i]T [R] [i] + [i]T ~ {[L] [i]} (8) Lm,,~ Maximum phase self inductance at its aligned

The first term of this equation represents the power position.
consumed by copper loss of the phase windings Lmin Minimum phase self inductance at its
which may be rewritten as; unaligned position.

= [.]T [R] [i] = R,i~ + Rbi~ + R0i~ (9) The introduced mathematical models of both uni

The second term of Eq.(8) represents the power polar excited doubly-salient SRM and the proposed
manipulated by the magnetic field which may be bipolar-excited V.RM are implemented in simulation
rewritten as; programs using general purpose simulation program

Pf = [i]T p{[L][iJ} (10) software Matlab/Simulink. The purpose is to predicttheir operating performance and compare between
them to evaluate the proposed motor configuration.
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3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A simulation program has been built based on the
proposed mathematical model in Matlab/Simulik
environment and operated to study the operating
perfommnce of both conventional doubly-salient
switched reluctance motor and bi-polar excited fully-
pitched motor. The study covered the developed
torque, input current, torque per current, input power,
developed mechanical power and copper losses each
as a function of the motor speed. These
characteristics are studied at. different impressed
voltages from 10% to 100% of the motor rating. A
comparison is also held between the operating
performances of the two motors at different applied
voltages.

The torque-speed characteristics for the two motors
are predicted at different impressed voltages from
10% to 100% of the motor rating as shown in Fig. 2.
Both motor types have reassembled the torque-speed
characteristics of the dc series motor, however they
have some differences. While doubly-salient motor
has moderate rate of torque decrease with speed, the
bi-polar one has a sharp decrease with high torque at
low speeds.
A comparison between torque-speed characteristics
for the two motors at 50% and 100% of their voltage
rating as shown in Fig. 3. It is observed that hi-polar
excited motor develops higher torque at all operating
speeds especially at low speed range.

The higher torque obtained by hi-polar excited motor
is explained by its better winding utilization. While
doubly-excited motor develops successive torque

T4rq~e versus s~,eed

6 -~

~1 I
0 600 1~ 1600 2000

Speed 1rpm]

(a) Doubly-salient SRM

stroke pulses corresponding to its phase excitation
cycle, the whole windings of hi-polar motor are
always excited and contribute to the developed
torque.
The rms current as a function of the motor speed for
the two motors are predicted at different impressed
voltages as shown in Fig. 4. Both motor types have a
comparable family of current-speed curves which is
characterized by high current at low speeds and low
current at high speeds. This current variation is due
to the variation of the winding back emf in response
to the operating speed. At low speeds there is a small
back emf which gets higher with the increase of
motor speed.
A comparison between the curt~ent-speed
characteristics for the two motors at 50% and 100%
of their voltage rating as shown in Fig. 5. It is
observed that hi-polar excited motor develops higher
current at all operating speeds; however the
diffcrence diminishes in the mid-speed range when
the rated voltage is impressed on the motor.
The torque per current capability of the motor is
considered a useful judge for any benefit could be
obtained from the proposed motor confignration.
This motor capability is investigated for both motor
types as shown in Fig. 6. A comparison is held
between the two motor types at 50% and 100% of
their voltage rating as shown in Fig. 7. It is observed
that bi-polar excited motor has a superior torque per
current ratio low speeds up to an operating speed
around motor base speed. At high speeds the
conventional motor has a better ratio.

14

Fig. 2. Torque-speed characteristics for different levels of supply voltage.

orque versus ~peed

-a

(b) FPSRM
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Fig. 3. Comparison of torque-speed characteristics for two different levels of supply voltage.
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Fig. 4. Current-speed characteristics for different levels of supply voltage.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of current-speed characteristics for different levels of supply voltage.
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(a) Doubly-salient SRM
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Fig. 6. Torque per ampere characteristics for different levels of supply voltage.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of torque per ampere characteristics for different levels of supply voltage.

The input power for the two motors is predicted at
different impressed voltages from 10% to 100% of
the motor rating as shown in Fig. 8. Both motor types
have a comparable family of power-speed curves
which is characterized by high power at low speeds
and low power at high speeds. The input power has a
sharp variation at low speeds in bipolar motor, while
in conventional one the power variation is moderate.
This power variation is a direct reflection to the
current drawn by the motor at each voltage level.

A comparison between the input power-speed
characteristics for the two motors at 50% and 100%
of their voltage rating as shown in Fig. 9. It is
observed that hi-polar excited motor draws higher
power at all operating speeds especially at low speed
range.
The mechanical power developed by the two motor
types is predicted at different impressed voltages as
shown in Fig. 10. While conventional motor develops

finite mechanical power increasing gradually at low
speeds, hi-polar motor has a parabolic power
variation with extremely high values at low speeds. A
comparison between the mechanical power-speed
characteristics for the two motors at 50% and 100%
of their voltage rating as shown in Fig. ii. It is
observed that hi-polar excited motor develops higher
mechanical power at all operating speeds especially
at low speed range. The higher mechanical power
obtained by hi-polar excited motor is also explained
by its better winding utilization. While doubly-
excited motor develops successive torque stroke
pulses corresponding to its phase excitation cycle, the
whole windings of bi-polar motor are always excited
and contribute to the developed mechanical power.
The copper losses for the two motors are predicted at
different impressed voltages from 10% to 100% of
the motor rating as shown in Fig. 12. Both motor
types have a comparable family of copper losses
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versus speed which is characterized by high copper
losses at low speeds. This variation of copper losses
is due to the high current drawn at low speeds.

A comparison between copper losses for the two
motors at 50% and 100% of their voltage rating as
shown in Fig. iS. It is observed that bi-polar excited
motor has higher losses at low speeds and the
difference diminishes by increasing both the
operating speed and impressed voltage. At rated
voltage the copper losses are comparable and bi-polar
machine has lower copper losses in the mid speed
range. This copper loss variation is a direct reflection
of the motor current variation.

2000

0 5Gb 1000 ~5OO 2000
Speed [rpm)

It is well known that the conventional SRM has
torque pulsation due to its winding excitation nature
and doubly-salient structure. One of the essential
motivations to investigate alternative motor
configurations is to eliminate of at least to reduce this
torque pulsation drawback. The instantaneous torque
developed by the two motor types is predicted as
shown in Fig. 14. It is observed that while the torque
developed by conventional SRM consists of
successive torque pulses, the bi-polat excited motor
has ahuost constant torque with no variation or any
pulsations. This is an advantage of the proposed
motor configuration and excitation scheme.

2000

1600

~1000
0.

a
.2

500 -

00_

(a) Doubly-salient SRM (I,) FPSRM

Fig. 8. Input power for different levels of supply voltage.
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1600
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(a) At 50% of the rated voltage.

I
0 500 1000 1600 2000
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(b) At 100% of the rated voltage.

Fig. 9. Comparison of input power for different levels of supply voltage.
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Fig. 10. Mechanical power for different levels of supply voltage.
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Fig. Ii. Comparison of mechanical power for two different levels of supply voltage.
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Fig. 12. Copper loss for different levels of supply voltage.
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4. CONCLUSION

Fig. 13. Comparison of copper loss for different levels of supply voltage.

Fig. 14. Instantaneous torque at certain speed and voltage

A variable reluctance motor with thily-pitched
winding and bipolar excitation has been proposed as
an alternative to conventional SRM. The proposed
motor configuration has a better utilization of both
magnetic and electric circuits and can be powered
through a standard semiconductor power switch
module. A mathematical model has been developed
and investigated to evaluate its operating
performance compared to its counterpart SRM. It has
been found that the proposed VRM gives higher
torque and better torque per current ratio at different
impressed voltages at almost all operating speeds.
Due to its fully-pitched distributed winding and
simultaneous excitation of all phase windings, a
ripple-free torque has also been achieved by the
proposed motor configuration and excitation scheme.
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